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Beyond elaboration: generating desriptive texts ontainingit-leftsJon Oberlander Alistair Knott Mihael O'Donnell Chris MellishJanuary 29, 1999AbstratAlgorithms for disourse proessing ommonly assume that texts are tree-strutured,and that the oherene of a onstituent within a disourse tree an be explained loally,in terms of its subonstituent spans. We argue that this notion needs to be quali�edin various ways. Taking RST as a starting point, we examine several types of non-loaldependeny, all involving the rhetorial relation known as (objet-attribute) elabora-tion. We suggest that this relation is of a di�erent type from the others in the RSTanon, and that the phenomena it is used to over are better explained in terms of lo-al and global fous. We propose a model distinguishing entity-based relations fromonventional rhetorial relations, and allowing non-loal dependenies to be expressed byrelations of this type. We show how this model is well-suited for a treatment of it-leftsin English.1 IntrodutionIt is widely assumed that oherent extended texts have hierarhial struture. In the keyomputationally-oriented theories of disourse struture|Grosz and Sidner (1986); Mann andThompson (1988); Hobbs (1985)|this assumption takes its simplest form: oherent texts areheld to be uniformly and reursively hierarhial, thus possessing a tree-shaped struture. Atext planning system based on this model of disourse an be formulated as a tree-buildingalgorithm.Meanwhile, English possesses a family of left onstrutions. The left involves a depar-ture from anonial SVO order beause it extrats a onstituent from its normal position.Pragmati e�ets an arise from the use of suh non-anonial strutures, and it follows thatthe ability to produe suh strutures would, in priniple, be a useful behaviour in a textplanning system.In this paper, we examine some problems with a hierarhial approah to text struture,1
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and then disuss issues in the automati generation of lefts by way of illustration. We proposea theory of disourse organisation whih esapes the problems we have outlined, and indiatehow it would lead to the generation of left onstrutions in appropriate irumstanes.2 RST and some assumptions about text strutureIt is widely assumed that oherent texts are uniformly and reursively hierarhial, possessinga tree-shaped struture. On this model, text planning systems an be formulated as tree-building algorithms. The trees built are sometimes of rhetorial relations, sometimes of moreomplex shemas, but in any ase they permit a reursive approah to planning, wherebydeisions about the omposition of a onstituent in the text struture are loal to thatonstituent. We fous here on planning approahes founded on Mann and Thompson's (1988)Rhetorial Struture Theory (RST), aording to whih (with some simpli�ations) a text anbe modelled as a binary branhing tree of text spans, where eah pair of sister spans is linkedby a rhetorial relation. This theory permits three entral assumptions:� Nulearity: a omplex span (omprising a nuleus and a satellite) an be linked toanother span via a rhetorial relation i� its nuleus span an be so linked.� Continuous onstitueny: the nuleus and satellite spans of a relation appear adjaentto one another in the text.� Non-re-entrany: eah span is related to exatly one other span.These assumptions do indeed liense well-strutured texts. We illustrate with part of a textprodued by Ilex-2, a generation system whih delivers a sequene of desriptions of artefatsin a tour of a museum gallery:(1) (1) This jewel draws on natural themes for inspiration; (2) it is a remarkably uidpiee.(3) Indeed, Organi style jewels usually draw on natural themes for inspiration;(4) for instane the organi brooh we saw earlier looked rystalline.The struture for this text is given in Figure 1. By the nulearity assumption, the top-levelamplifiation relation holds between the omplex spans (1{2) and (3{4) in virtue of their2
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motivation example

(2) (4)(3)(1)

amplification

Figure 1: RST Analysis of Example 1respetive nulear spans, (1) and (3). The expansions of (1) with (2), and of (3) with (4),take plae independently of the higher-level relation. By ontinuous onstitueny, satellitespans appear adjaent to their nulei; and by non-re-entrany, eah span is linked to just oneother span. Here, adherene to these assumptions results in a well-strutured text.3 Some strutural problems with elaborationWhile these assumptions are useful for a text planner, they are also problemati in a numberof respets, as has often been noted: see for instane Mooney et al (1990), Sibun (1992) andKittredge et al (1991). Our entral onern in this paper is to assoiate these problems withone relation in partiular, namely the RST relation known as (objet-attribute) elabora-tion.1 Mann and Thompson de�ne this to hold between two spans if the nuleus `presents'an objet (i.e. ontains a mention of it) and the satellite subsequently presents an attributeof that objet. The preise meaning of `attribute' is not lear, but the relation is intendedto have a very wide interpretation: allowing two spans to be linked whenever they are both`about' the same entity. In the type of text whih our system produes|a series of desrip-tions of a olletion of related entities|this relation is heavily appliable, and the problemswe note are thus quite widespread.3.1 Disontinuous onstituenyAn initial problem is illustrated in the following text, taken from a museum guidebook.1Other types of elaboration|for instane, what Mann and Thompson all `proess step' elaborationor `generalisation-spei�' elaboration|do really apply between propositions. In what follows, referenes toelaboration are exlusively to the objet-attribute variety.3
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(2) (1) In the women's quarters the business of running the household took plae. (2)Muh of the furniture was made up of hests arranged vertially in mathing pairs(. . . ). (3) Female guests were entertained in these rooms, whih often had beautifullyrafted wooden toilet boxes with fold-away mirrors and sewing boxes, and foldingsreens, painted with birds and owers.(4) Chests were used for the storage of lothes. . .In this text, an entity mentioned in the middle of the �rst paragraph, hests, beomes thefous of the seond paragraph. We an refer to this move pre-theoretially as a resumption.2The move is learly legitimate in the above ontext, and yet an analysis in terms of atree of relations is diÆult. The problem is that sentene 4 needs to be seen as the satelliteof an elaboration relation, but the obvious nuleus for this relation|sentene 2|is notaessible; if we analyse sentenes 2 and 3 as elaborations of sentene 1, as seems neessary,we have e�etively losed o� sentene 2 as the nuleus for further elaborations. In orderto treat sentene 4 as an elaboration of sentene 2, we would have to analyse sentene 3as being subordinate to sentene 2: this analysis seems inappropriate; moreover, it makes theposition of the paragraph break hard to explain. One other option is to onsider sentenes 2and 3 to form a single span, but suh an approah would sari�e apparent strutural detail.Note that we annot just ignore the relationship between sentenes 2 and 4 in our representa-tion of the text: it is only beause the hests are mentioned in the former sentene that theyare a relevant topi for disussion. To aount for oherene in this ase, it seems we musteither abandon ompositionality, in some irumstanes, or adopt a notion of disontinuousonstitueny for text spans.A partiularly ommon manifestation of this problem is in ases of parallelism within dis-ourse struture. Espeially in desriptive texts, it is ommon for a number of entities to be2The notion of a resumption bears some resemblane to Grosz and Sidner's notion of a digression. This is adisourse segment whih (a) is not related to the immediately preeding segment by dominane or satisfation-preedene, and (b) ontains mention of an entity salient in the interrupted segment. However, Grosz andSidner's de�nition overs ases where there is deviation from the (possibly joint) disourse plan; furthermore,the de�nition implies that a link due to a ommon entity an only our between adjaent segments; our laimis that resumptions an our between non-adjaent segments.4
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introdued sequentially in a sequene of spans, and then elaborated on in subsequent spans inthe order of their introdution. Aounting for these subsequent mentions as elaborationsof the spans where they were introdued is not possible without violating adjaeny or ompo-sitionality onstraints. Mann and Thompson aknowledge from the outset that RST annotaount for the onstraints whih apply in suh ontexts. MKeown (1985) deals extensivelywith ases of parallelism in text, although this aount is not set in the ontext of a theoryof oherene relations. Kittredge et al (1991) give several examples of parallelism; indeed, inone ase they identify elaboration as the relation responsible for the problem.3.2 Nulearity and embeddingThe preeding setion presents a ase where a ontext-free aount of relations undergeneratesthe spae of possible texts. There are also ases where it overgenerates; again, these relateprinipally to the elaboration relation. There often seem to be diÆulties in embeddingelaborations within other relations. Consider:(3) (1) Arts-and-Crafts jewels tend to be elaborate. (2) However, this jewel has a simpleform.This text ontains a onession relation whose nuleus is 2 and whose satellite is 1. Inpriniple, we ould expand either span with additional relations. But note what happenswhen we embed an elaboration under span 1:(4) (1) Arts-and-Crafts jewels tend to be elaborate. (1a) They are often made by skilledsingle raftsmen. (2) However, this jewel is simple in form.Sentene 1a elaborates on 1 by providing more information about Arts-and-Crafts jewels.However, it also makes it hard to attah sentene 2 to sentene 1. Note that there is aoherent interpretation of the text, if 1a is treated as somehow expanding on the fat thatArts-and-Crafts jewels are elaborate, rather than simply as presenting more information aboutthe jewels. For example, it might be that skilled individuals are more likely to be able to turnout intriate designs, than are teams of semi-skilled artisans, or the mahines then available for5
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mass prodution. But then 1a o�ers a reason for 1, and on this interpretation, the embeddedrelation is no longer objet-attribute elaboration|and that is preisely our point.Note also that the problem is not just due to diÆulties with `high-level' relations ingeneral, or with `left-branhing' tree strutures. Compare an embedded example relation:(5) (1) Arts-and-Crafts jewels tend to be elaborate. (1a) For instane, the previousjewel had ornate festoons. (2) However, this jewel is simple in form.It is true that there may be a limit to the depth of embedding permissible for any relation,partiularly for left-branhing RS trees. It is also true that we have not shown onlusivelythat elaboration an never be embedded. However, the point here is that elaborationdoes appear to resist even the simplest kind of embedding, and it does so where other relationsan happily be embedded. This provides a further reason to suspet that it is qualitativelydi�erent from the other relations.3.3 Attributehood and information strutureA third problem is that the de�nition of elaboration is extremely vague. Mann and Thomp-son do not formally de�ne the notions of `objet' and `attribute' in objet-attribute elabora-tion; however, there seem good reasons for distinguishing between a sentene whih presentsan `attribute' of an entity, and one whih simply mentions it. Consider:(6) Jessie King was a silversmith. She worked mainly in London.(7) Jessie King was a silversmith. ?She designed a silver ring.While the sentenes in eah text have an entity in ommon (Jessie King), the seond senteneof Example 7 seems at best an inonsequential ontinuation.3 We an imagine any numberof fats `involving' Jessie King, but only a subset of these (her plae of work, date of birth,et) are relevant here as part of a desription of her.Note that we annot aount for attributehood in terms of linguisti strutures like sub-jet and prediate; for instane, King appears in both of the above texts in subjet posi-3Unless we imagine that designing a silver ring is somehow a noteworthy ahievement for a jewellery designer.We are assuming this is not the ase. 6
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tion. Equally, the relation between attributehood and the information-strutural notions oftopi and omment is not immediately lear. Take topi and omment as used by Gundel(1985,1988). A topi is an entity that is in some way familiar to both speaker and hearer.Thus, an entity will be the topi of a sentene if the speaker intends to alter the hearer'sknowledge or intentions onerning that entity. A prediation will be a sentene's ommentif the speaker intends the prediation to be assessed relative to the topi. Perhaps Example 7is odd beause designed a silver ring does not provide an appropriate omment for the topisupplied by King. Similarly, on van Kuppevelt's question view of topis (1995), if the topihere is supplied by the question Who is Jessie King?, the answer supplied in Example 7 isless satisfatory than that in Example 6. And on any view of topi, if the ring is atuallysupposed to be the topi, the syntati struture does not indiate this.At the very least, it seems that to make sense of attributehood, we must atually makereferene to strutures in the underlying knowledge base itself, where fats an be indexedaording to the entities they are primarily about.3.4 Re-entrany and leftsA �nal problem with elaboration follows from this. Consider the following variant onExample 7:(8) Jessie King was a silversmith. She designed the silver ring we saw earlier.This text is a signi�ant improvement on Example 7. This is apparently beause the objetof the seond sentene is an entity whih must have already been mentioned in the disourse.We all suh strutures joint fous returns. They are often very useful in our domain,allowing the inlusion of fats omitted from earlier desriptions due to spae limitations, andthe reiteration of previously-mentioned fats whih may have been forgotten.Again, note that a joint fous return is a non-loal phenomenon. To de�ne it, we needto make referene to a point arbitrarily far bak in the text. What is more, it results in anelement of re-entrany in the text struture: in order to aount for a joint fous return, itmust be related both to the sentene whih introdues it, and to the original referene to7
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the disourse-old entity. Trying to aount for a phenomenon suh as this within RST wouldinvolve further violations of the assumptions it stipulates.Note �nally that re-entrant strutures suh as that in Example 8 are espeially suitablefor realisation using left strutures:(9) Jessie King was a silversmith. It was she who designed the silver ring we saw earlier.The question of when suh syntati strutures are possible in a disourse is one whih hasreeived muh attention; see e.g. Gazdar (1979), Collins (1991), Delin and Oberlander (1995).However, in the light of examples suh as 9, it seems doubtful that an aount of struturessuh as lefts an be framed within a theory whih enfores a rigid tree struture on a text.4 Beyond elaboration in RSTAll the problems noted above are traeable in some way to objet-attribute elaboration.At best, they indiate that this relation onstitutes an exeption to the attrative initial as-sumptions of ontext-independene. However, an alternative possibility is simply that elab-oration should be omitted entirely from the set of relations. While several ommentatorshave noted problems with elaboration, none have onsidered what an aount of disourserelations would look like without this relation: it is this question whih we would like toaddress.A ruial point to note in this regard is that the disourse phenomena desribed by elabo-ration overlap extensively with phenomena desribed by other theories of disourse, namelythose onerned with fous struture. Consider �rstly theories of loal fous, suh as Sidner's(1981). In partiular, take Grosz et al's (1995) aount of entering. A primary onern forthis theory is to atalogue the di�erent disourse strutures whih an obtain in ases wheretwo adjaent sentenes make referene to a ommon entity. The issue is explored both inhypotheses about how this entity should be referred to in the seond sentene (for example,pronominally) and about whih sentene on�gurations make for `good ontinuations'. Theentering aount is expliitly entity-based, and is expressed at a level of detail far greaterthan that given in the de�nition of elaboration, whih prima faie overs the same ases.8
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Moreover, it is not bound by the hierarhial onstraints imposed on RST relations whihwere shown to be problemati for elaboration: adjaent sentenes are related in hains,rather than in trees.Elaborations at a higher level of hierarhy are also problemati. As Example 2 indiates,the set of entities in a omplex text span to whih resumptions an be made inludes some inapparently inaessible positions. By RST's ompositional assumptions, a omplex text spanis ultimately onneted to surrounding text via a single proposition|typially, the initial onein the span. Cases of resumption ast doubt on this assumption. Indeed, it seems odd, givena omplex span of text `about' one entity, to aord a single proposition speial status. It isbetter, both empirially and intuitively, to take an entity to be in (global) fous in the span,and to onsider any other entities introdued in the span as potential foi for resumption.Elaboration has frequently been treated in the literature as a speial kind of relation.For instane, Maru's (1997) algorithm for identifying the relations in a text from surfae uesrelies exlusively on disourse markers for all relations exept elaboration (and joint);for these latter two relations, word o-ourrene measures provide the strongest surfaeindiators. Similarly, Moser et al (1996) identify a lass of (informational) relations termed`subrelatum' relations, whih apply between omponents of propositions (typially entities)rather than whole propositions: varieties of elaboration aount for most of the relationsin this ategory. These peuliarities of the elaboration relation, taken together with thestrutural problems attributed to it in the preeding setions, suggest an aount in whihelaboration is subjet to distintive strutural onstraints.We an begin by noting some requirements for this aount. Firstly, it must set out anadequate notion of attributehood: in partiular, one whih allows the distribution of leftstrutures to be harted. Seondly, it must allow the kind of non-loal dependenies noted inthe previous setion; in partiular, onstraints onerned with parallelismmust be expressible.Thirdly, it must interat produtively and non-redundantly with the (now partial) relation-based aount of disourse struture.
9
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5 Bakground: It-lefts in disourseBefore outlining our proposed aount, we should provide some more detail on the kinds ofleft onstrution we aim to apture. We have foussed in partiular on left onstrutionsin English. There follows an overview of the relevant phenomena.The left in English takes several forms; given the anonial form John ate the beans, wean re-express this ontent using di�erent types of left:WH-left What John ate was the beans.Reverse WH-left The beans were what John ate.It-left It was John who ate the beans.The initial onstituent of a left has been termed in the literature the lefted onstituent(sometimes known as the left's fous). The relative-lause-like post-opular element hasbeen referred to as the left lause.In the above ases, use of the left onstrution appears to evoke some logial presuppo-sition not present in the anonial ase (f. Gazdar, 1979, Collins, 1991). Of ourse, suhe�ets are usually most apparent in extended disourses, and we an easily isolate disourseontexts in whih a left appears appropriate, whereas the related anonial onstrution ap-pears infeliitous. Compare the ontrastive (10), from the LOB orpus, and its onstrutedanonial equivalent (11) (Delin and Oberlander, 1995's examples [7℄ and [8℄):(10) Doubling the selling spae to 700 square feet was not to be the greatest expense. Itwas the new �xtures and �ttings to �ll this spae that would be ostly.(11) ?Doubling the selling spae to 700 square feet was not to be the greatest expense.The new �xtures and �ttings to �ll this spae would be ostly.It-lefts are reasonably ommon in written text, and WH and reverse-WH lefts are parti-ularly ommon in speeh. Collins (1991) gives the following general frequenies per 10,000words: in written texts, it-lefts our 5.7 times, and WH-lefts our 4.1 times; in speeh,it-lefts our 4.3 times, and WH-lefts our 14.3 times (p. 181). We have been examining10
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the genre of museum disourses|both written and spoken|and although we have not yetquanti�ed the frequenies of ourrene, examples are easy to �nd.5.1 Two types of it-left in disoursePrine (1978) distinguishes two sub-types of it-left, whih she termed stressed fous, andinformative presupposition. Hedberg (1990) used the information-strutural terms topi-lause and omment-lause respetively, and we follow this terminology here. Her notionsof topi and omment follow that of Gundel introdued earlier. It should be noted thatdistinguishing the sub-types is primarily a way of outlining two di�erent funtions whihthe single onstrution an ful�ll. However, as we will see, there are harateristi surfaedi�erenes between lefts of the two sub-types. This is not entirely surprising, partiularly inview of historial evidene that one sub-type may be atually be desended primarily fromthe reverse wh-left with similar information-struture (f. Ball 1994).In the �rst sub-type of it-left, information is presented in omment-topi order: topilause lefts arry the topi in the left lause, and the omment in the lefted onstituent. Thelefted onstituent is therefore the loation of the new, frequently ontrastive, information;the left lause is assoiated with a presupposition that is `disourse-old' (in Prine, 1992'sterms). Here is an example from a museum text:(12) High-�red eramis were �rst made in China at kilns in the oastal provines ofJiangsu and Zhejiang as early as the Shang dynasty (1600-1050b). However, itwas not until the Sui (ad 589-618) and Tang (618-906) dynasties that the Xing kilnsin Hebei provine and the Gongxian kilns in Henan, both in northern China, pro-dued a transluent white ware whih an be said to be the �rst porelain. [Wilkinsonand Peare (1996), p.51℄In the seond sub-type, information is presented in topi-omment order: omment lauselefts arry the omment in the left lause, and the topi in the lefted onstituent. Thelefted onstituent is short and generally anaphori, while the subsequent left lause usuallyenodes a substantial amount of information disourse-new information (and sine the leftlause arries the sentene's logial presupposition, the presupposition is atually new to the11
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disourse, and must presumably be aommodated, rather than mathed to prior struture).Here is an example from the same museum text:(13) The varieties of otton plant are many, and are found throughout the world, parti-ularly in plaes with a warm humid limate. Cotton loth was used by the Aztesof Mexio in the �fteenth entury and some of the best otton grows in the Nilevalley. In India otton was known as early as the third millennium BC when it wasgrown in the Indus valley.It was otton textiles from India that played an important part in the introdutionof otton to Japan by Portuguese merhants in the sixteenth entury. By the late�fteenth entury traders from Portugal had established trading posts in India; theywere joined by the Duth and English. [Wilkinson and Peare (1996), p.93℄5.2 Clefts and disourse relationsDelin and Oberlander (1995) (pp. 483 �.) propose a model of lefts in disourse whihrelates information struture to disourse oherene relations, via a model of presuppositionproessing, and temporal referene resolution. For urrent purposes, the relevant point is justthis: the two sub-types of it-left possess di�ering information strutures, and this rami�esthrough to the disourse oherene relations whih they are supposed to enter into.Topi-lause lefts an stand in question-answer or in ontrast relations to priordisourse, like (12), above.4. Delin and Oberlander (1995) state:Both the ontrast and the question-answer relation have in ommon that the topi-lause left provides the ompletion of a disourse segment, e�etively losing o�the dominating topi node and making it inaessible for the building of furtherstruture. [p484℄By ontrast, it is laimed that omment-lause lefts stand in various kinds of bakgroundrelation to prior disourse, like (13), above. They state:4In this onnetion, it is worth noting that van Kuppevelt has argued for an alternative model, mostappropriate to topi-lause lefts, whih exploits the question-oriented view of topi mentioned earlier (f. vanKuppevelt (1995)) 12
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[Rather℄ than losing o� the segment to whih it attahes, the omment-lauseleft leaves the node to whih it attahes open for further elaboration.Now, our omments above on elaboration shed some new light on the interation be-tween relations and lefts. For one thing, we an note a type of disourse ontext for leftsnot found in Delin and Oberlander. Consider again the struture of a joint fous return:(14) Jessie King was a silversmith. It was she who designed the silver ring we saw earlier.Is this a topi-lause or a omment-lause left? It is slightly unusual, in that both the leftedonstituent and the left lause present disourse-old information. However, Oberlander andDelin 1996 suggest that if the left-lause presents information merely inferrable from thedisourse ontext, then it an be treated as topial. Beause all the information presented isold, a ase suh as the one here an be onsidered `all-topi'; nonetheless, it funtions as atopi-lause left. This being so, note that the relation in question in this ontext is not one ofthose disussed by Delin and Oberlander 1995. That is, it seems to be neither ontrast norquestion-answer. Or at least, there is no expliit question being answered; if there is animpliit question, it ould be Who is Jessie King? This is, e�etively, a request for the valueof an attribute of an objet just introdued in the prior disourse. Thus, the only relationwe ould use in this ase turns out to be elaboration, with its attendant problems. So weshould at least add this relation to the ontexts in whih topi-lause lefts an appear.One elaboration has been identi�ed as a ontext in whih a topi-lause left anappear, we are led to ask whether we require adjaeny between the span whih introduesthe left and the left itself. In simple ases of elaboration, as we have seen, the adjaenyrequirement an apparently be overridden. Does this also happen with lefts? The answerseems to be yes. Consider the following example from the LOB orpus:(15) Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy reeived a partiularly hearty welome from students outsidethe Sorbonne University { where Mrs. Kennedy one studied. (. . . ) At the airport,Mr. Kennedy praised his host as \a aptain in the �eld in the defene of the West"for over 20 years (. . . ).It was Mrs. Kennedy who drew the rowds, said polie.13
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Here, the lefted sentene refers to two disourse-old entities: Mrs Kennedy, and the rowds(who are inferrable from the hearty welome). The point is that for both of these entitiesthere is intervening material|reduing aessibility|between their �rst mention and theirappearane in the left; in either ase, the lefted sentene would be hard to analyse as anelaboration on a previous span without relaxing assumptions about adjaeny or ompo-sitionality.A �nal point relates to the funtion of a left as opening or losing a disourse seg-ment. Delin and Oberlander suggested that topi-lause lefts tended to lose segments,while omment-lause lefts tended to open them up. We an now propose a re�nement ofthis idea, and suggest that a topi-lause left is bad as a lous for an entity-based resumption,while omment-lause lefts are legitimate in suh a role. Note, however, that both kinds ofleft an serve as the nuleus in a tree of relations if elaboration is removed from the set.5.3 SummaryWe an draw a number of onlusions from the above disussion. To reap: our idea is thatertain fous-moves are suÆient in themselves to ensure oherene in a text (joint fousreturns being one suh move), and that this allows us to drop elaboration from the setof relations. However, we should note that even if elaboration is removed from the set ofrelations, there are still ases where lefts appear within oherene relations. In Example 12,for instane, the nuleus of a onession relation is realised as a left. Indeed, examples oflefts within relations are not hard to �nd. What this suggests is that fous-based and relation-based moves are exeuted relatively independently in a disourse, with the only onstraintbeing that every span should be introdued by at least one suh move.6 An aount of entity-based and proposition-based ohereneWe now proeed to a statement of the elaboration-less theory of desriptive text struture.We would like to preserve as muh as possible of the RST-based model, and the hierarhialstruturing algorithms it santions, while taking aount of the exeptions due to elabora-tion noted above. It is true that some existing frameworks may be adequate for at least some14
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of our purposes: Halliday and Hasan (1976), for instane, distinguish referential relatednessfrom semanti onnetion within their three-way ategorisation of di�erent types of ohesionin text (p. 304). However, we aim for a slightly simpler aount, and one loser to RST.Aordingly, we propose an aount of text struture in whih two types of oherene aredistinguished: proposition-based oherene, whih is de�ned aording to the onventionalonstraints of RST (minus the elaboration relation), and entity-based oherene, whihexists between spans of text in virtue of shared entities, and operates aording to a di�erentset of onstraints.The reader not interested in the details of this aount an skip diretly to example 16,whih immediately preedes the onlusion to the paper.6.1 Arg1s and Arg2s: indexing fats in the knowledge baseAs noted earlier, one requirement for the aount is a referene to strutures in a knowledgebase whih di�erentiate a given proposition to be identi�ed as being `about' one or more ofthe entities it involves. (We an think of these as operating at the level of �le ards, in Heim's(1982) terms, as extended by Vallduv��, 1992.) The strutures an be motivated in terms ofonsiderations about the eÆient indexing of information. For instane, we ould representthe proposition King designed R1 as a fat about R1 or as a fat about King, or as both.The hoie should depend on several fators: for instane, the fat that the mapping fromdesigners to objets is one-to-many. For present purposes, we will assume a kb in whih a fatinvolving several entities is indexed by only one of them, whih we term its Arg1, and whereseondary entities are termed Arg2, Arg3 et. We an then speify that a sentene `presentsan attribute' of an entity E i� it onveys a proposition whose Arg1 is E. If we assume that theArg1 of the proposition King designed the ring is the ring, we thereby explain the di�erenebetween (6) and (7).6.2 The ontent potentialThe model of disourse we propose is formalised with referene to a struture alled theontent potential. This struture an be viewed as a resoure for the tasks of ontent15
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seletion and ontent organisation in natural language generation. The ontent potential is agraph, with three types of node (see Figure 2).
ENTITIES

FACTS

RELATIONSFigure 2: The form of the ontent potentialEntity-nodes represent entities, either individual (suh as this jewel) or generi (suh asArt-Deo jewels).Fat-nodes represent fats about entities. We have adopted a simple model, in whiheah fat-node is represented by a Pred or prediate, applying between an Arg1 and anArg2, whih are both entities, and are de�ned as in Setion 6.1 above.5 A fat-node alsohas a Predarg or `prediate argument', whih is a generi entity formed by abstrating awayfrom the Arg1. For instane, the Predarg of the fat This jewel was made by King is thegeneri entity jewels made by King.Relation-nodes represent possible oherene relations between pairs of fat-nodes. Eahrelation-node has a Nu role and a Sat role, eah of whih is �lled by a fat-node. Arelation-node an also be linked to a set of other fat nodes alled its preonds, whih mustbe assimilated before the relation is presented. For instane, a onession relation of theform P1, but P2 is linked to a fat node expressing that if P1, then normally not P2.The spae of possible texts reatable from a given initial entity or fat node an nowbe expressed in terms of onstraints on graph traversal on the ontent potential. WhereFe1;e2 denotes a fat-node whose Arg1 is e1 and whose Arg2 or Predarg is e2, we de�ne thefollowing possible moves between one fat-node Fe1;e2 to another fat-node Fe3;e4, given aprior disourse D:� A relation-based move rel(Fe1;e2; Fe3;e4) is possible i� there is a relation-node whoseNu is Fe1;e2 and whose Sat is Fe3;e4:5We are urrently only onsidering binary Preds. Note that for sentenes without an objet, the Arg2 istaken to be a quality, suh as redness. 16
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� An Arg1-link A1(Fe1;e2; Fe3;e4) is possible i� e1 = e3.� An Arg2-link A2(Fe1;e2; Fe3;e4) is possible i� e2 = e3.� A joint fous return jfr(Fe1;e2; Fe3;e4) is possible i� e4 2 fe1; e2g, and e3 is disourse-old. (An entity e is disourse-old given a prior disourse D if there exists a fat-nodeFx;y in D suh that e 2 fx; yg.)(Note that the de�nitions of Arg1/Arg2-links are similar, though not idential to, those ofontinuation and shift in entering.)6.3 Complex moves between fat-nodesWe now de�ne the notion of a disourse unit.� A unit is a fat-node or an rs-tree.� An rs-tree is a tree of fat-nodes linked by relation-based moves, in whih no fat-nodeours more than one.� The fat-node at the root of an rs-tree is its topnu. By onvention, the topnu of afat-node is itself.� Any Arg1-links, Arg2-links or joint fous returns between the topnus of two units aretaken to hold between the units too.� An entity-hain is a sequene of units U1 : : : Un linked by Arg1-links, optionally frontedby a unit U0, linked to U1 by an Arg2-link, and optionally ended by a unit Un+1 linkedto Un by a joint fous return. No fat-node an our more than one within the hain.� The fous of an entity-hain is the Arg1 of its initial fat-node; its expansion set isthe set of Arg1s, Arg2s and Predargs of all its fat-nodes.� A resumption relation Res(C1; C2) holds between two entity-hains C1 and C2 i� thefous F of C2 is in the expansion set of C1. In this ase, we de�ne the fat-node whihintrodues C2 as the most reent fat-node in C1 whih features F as its Arg1, Arg2or Predarg. 17
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Given these relationships in the ontent potential, we an de�ne a desription DE0 of anentity-node E0 as a sequene of entity-hains C1 : : : Cn suh that� the fous of C1 is E0;� eah subsequent hain is linked via a resumption to an earlier hain;� no hain begins more than p fat-nodes away from the fat-node whih introdues it.(We urrently set p to 8.)We onlude by de�ning a text desribing a omplex entity E as a sequene of desrip-tions De1 : : : Den, where e1 : : : en is an ordered set of subparts of E.7 Algorithms and heuristis for ontent seletion and stru-turingIn this setion, we briey outline our algorithms for seleting and struturing fat-nodes fora single desription beginning from an initial entity-node E0.In the ontent seletion proess, a tree of fat-nodes is onstruted whose root is a fat-node with E0 as its Arg1, using all legitimate ways of moving from one fat-node to another.Heuristis about whih nodes to inlude relate to meta-annotations on fat-nodes about theireduational importane, their likely interest to the user, and the likelihood of their alreadybeing known, as well as to their distane from the original node.Given the seleted tree of fat-nodes, we extrat from the text potential a omplete sub-graph ontaining all relation-nodes and all entity-nodes linking pairs of fats within this set.This forms the input to the text struturing algorithm. The subgraph ontains the startingpoint for an approah like that of Maru (1996); we have a set of all fats, and of all relationsbetween pairs of fats. It di�ers from Maru �rstly in that the elaboration relation is notinluded in the set of relations; and seondly in having an expliit and distint representationof all possible entity-based onnetions as well as of all possible relations.The text struturing algorithm proeeds in a number of steps. We begin by dividing thefat-nodes into groups with the same Arg1, forming a set of initial entity-hains, and alulate18
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all possible resumption relations between these hains. We then perform an exhaustive searhfor the best rs-tree of depth n (urrently set to 3) that an be formed with all the availablefat-nodes, subjet to the onstraint that it an be added to one of the hains, or related toone by resumption, when the fats it uses up have been removed from the hains. (Heuristisfor evaluating trees inlude preferenes for some relations over others, for bushy trees, and fortrees where one relation is not expanded as itself.) This proess of adding the best possiblers-tree is iterated for the fat-nodes remaining in the hains, until no more legal trees an beadded.We then determine the ordering of entity-hains. If an entity-hain is short, we onsiderNP-aggregation, whereby it is inorporated as a relative lause whose head is the NP inthe fat-node whih introdues it. Otherwise, a hain is plaed as lose as possible to thehain whih introdues it. If two hains are both resumptions from a single hain, we onsiderwhether there is a fat-node F in one hain whih ould feature as joint fous return froma fat-node in the other; and if so, we move F to the end of the other hain and position itseond. If C1 is a resumption from C0 but is not immediately adjaent to it, we also onsidermoving the fat-node whih introdues C1 to the beginning of C1. Finally, when the order offat-hains is determined, we deide the order of units within eah hain.The resulting text strutures are then transformed into surfae text. The mapping be-tween text struture and surfae text is now quite lose. Rhetorial relations are realisedwith appropriate onnetives. Loal entity-based moves provide a soure of information forgenerating appropriate referring expressions, in aordane with the entering model, andfor deisions about lefting. Finally, resumption relations between entity-hains are used todetermine potential paragraph breaks.An example text onforming to the onstraints in the above model, whih the arhiteturegenerates, is given below.(16) (1) This piee is a neklae. (2) It was designed by a jeweller alled Jessie King. (3)It was designed in 1905. (4) It is made of silver and enamel.(5) Jessie King was a famous designer. (6) She was Sottish, (7) but she worked inLondon. (8) It was in London that this piee was made.19
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(9) Like the previous piee, (10) this piee is in the Arts-and-Crafts style. (11)Although the previous piee had a simple shape, (12) Arts-and-Crafts style jewelstend to be elaborate; (13) for instane, this piee has detailed orals.There are three entity-hains in the text: (a) spans 1{4, (b) spans 5{8, and () spans9{13. Within these hains there are a number of loal rs-trees: spans 6{7 (topnu 7), spans9{10 (topnu 10), and spans 11{13 (topnu 12). Resumptions our from (b) to (a), and from() to (a). A joint fous return ours between spans 7 and 8. The resulting text, with itstopi-lause left seems a good optimisation of fous and relation-based onstraints; we areurrently evaluating the output in a museum setting to see if this is indeed so.8 ConlusionThis paper suggests that the relation of objet-attribute elaboration has di�erent disourse-strutural properties from other RST relations, whih motivate it being treated in a di�erentway. We propose a distintion between proposition-based moves and entity-based moves; thetwo types of move are formally expressed as onstraints on traversal of the ontent potentialgraph. On the basis of these onstraints, we formulate the notion of a desription, in whihnon-loal dependenies are allowed for entity-based moves, and a treatment of lefts in dis-ourse is provided. We propose algorithms and heuristis for ontent seletion and struturingon this basis.It remains to be seen how well this model of text struture extends to registers beyondthe desriptive genre we are onsidering. This question an be onsidered by omparing thegoal struture in our texts with that in other texts. The ommuniative goal in our textsis to desribe a domain of inter-related entities. (The genre onsidered in Sibun (1992) issomewhat similar.) In suh ases, it is perhaps better to think of a set of goals to desribeindividual entities, rather than a single overriding goal. The relationships between these goalsare not exatly hierarhial, as they are in texts whose aims are prinipally argumentative orinstrutional; rather, the model we are investigating is one where exeuting one desriptivegoal may provide an opportunity for the exeution of another. To what extent the non-loaldependenies in our genre of text are a funtion of its looser goal struture is a question we20
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